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Abstract
In not much more than a decade the practice of implementing programs
for testing satisfiability of propositional formulas has progressed from being practically a curiosity to an active and competitive endeavor. Impressive
performance improvements have made SAT solvers useful in some industrial applications, most notably in formal verification of hardware and software systems as the engine for bounded model checking (BMC) tools. Here
we describe the main design and implementation features of the family of
SAT solvers which represent the state of the art for solving of industrial instances, and includes the solvers Chaff, BerkMin and siege. We attempt to
give a self-contained presentation in a uniform style, and in doing so hope to
encourage readers to ask interesting questions, as well to tackle some problems we mention. It should also be possible to produce a creditable solver
with little more at hand than this paper and a penchant for highly efficient
implementation.
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Introduction

The implementation of programs for deciding satisfiability of formulas of propositional logic (SAT), once a bit of a novelty, is now a competitive activity, with
widespread interest in academia and an important and growing base of industrial
users. The 2004 SAT Solver Competition [26], held in association with the Seventh Annual Conference on Theory and Applications of Satisfiability Testing in
May of 2004 [20], involved 55 solvers produced by 27 groups with authors in a
dozen countries. The solvers were tested on a collection of 685 benchmark instances grouped in 77 source domains [1].
The method of representing an instance of a search problem as a propositional
formula so that a satisfying assignment represents a solution, and then running
a SAT solver to find such an assignment if there is one, has been found to be a
practical and effective method for solving a number of problems. It has been used
successfully in the electronic design automation (EDA) industry for a variety of

tasks including microprocessor verification [43] and automated test generation
[42] among many others [34]. Perhaps most notably, SAT-based bounded model
checking [8] has become a widely used verification method, and these methods
are being extended to un-bounded model checking [35]. SAT-based verification
has been applied to software as well as hardware [10], and SAT solvers are used as
computational engines in a variety of model checking tools such as NuSMV [11]
and the analyzer for the Alloy software modeling language [22]. The AI planning
tool BlackBOX [25], won the optimal plan category of the 2004 planning competition [21] powered by the SAT solver siege [40]. SAT solvers, or modifications of
them, are used as the engines for tools using more expressive logics, including for
problems that we expect are not in NP, such as answer set programming [28, 29],
causal logics [16], quantified boolean formulas and modal logics [15], and even
Presburger formulas [41] and restricted first order theorem proving [18].
This is in marked contrast with the situation a decade and a half ago, when
the fact that every problem in NP can be reduced to SAT in polynomial time
was widely regarded as being of only theoretical interest. Conventional wisdom
was that a general purpose algorithm could not be expected to perform well on
NP-hard search or decision problems: Such problems presumably require exponential time in the worst case, so any algorithm that would be effective in practice
would have to take advantage of the particular structural properties of instances
at hand, and thus would have to be carefully tailored by someone intimately familiar with the application and instances. The other side of this coin is that in
the abstract framework good general heuristics can be more easily found, clarified
and efficiently implemented. The best possible performance on a distribution of
instances will certainly be obtained by an algorithm tuned to that distribution, and
indeed the solvers we discuss have been tuned for their most significant application. Still, they generally work well on a wide variety of application instances,
and their performance as general purpose solvers is often impressive. (This claim
must be tempered by the observation that there are families of formulas for which
they are not well suited, for example they are not the best for random formulas, or
for other formulas constructed to require long resolution proofs [26].)
This change in status is primarily the result dramatically increased performance. In 1989, the first year in which this writer implemented a SAT solver,
we were impressed at being able to solve formulas of a few hundred clauses on a
research workstation. Today, a generic home PC running software down-loadable
for free from the web can easily solve many industrial instances with hundreds
of thousands of clauses. Certainly work on how to effectively represent problems as formulas was essential, but without the raw speed gains would not have
paid off. Arguably the performance increase is due to three factors; improved
algorithms, improved implementation techniques, and increased machine capacity. Each of these has individually contributed multiple orders of magnitude in

speedup. Increases in memory size and speed allowed the introduction of socalled “clause learning” techniques which require storage of tens or hundreds of
megabytes which must be accessed very efficiently. Increases in processor speed
allow much larger searches, which in turn makes more computationally expensive
heuristics pay off in terms of reduced search time.
Here we give an account of the elements that go into making the best current
publicly known SAT solvers. We do not attempt a survey of SAT solver technologies, but rather try to give a reasonably detailed and self-contained description of
a particular family of solvers, which includes Chaff [36, 46] BerkMin [14] and
siege [40] among others. In taking this narrow approach, we necessarily ignore
a great deal of interesting and important work in design and development of SAT
solvers and their applications, including all complete methods that do not fit into
our narrow mold and all randomized local search methods.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce backtracking, its
relation to resolution proofs, and the DPLL procedure, and in section 3 we cover
so-called clause learning and conflict-directed backjumping. Section 4 addresses
unit propagation in detail. We present decision heuristics in Section 5, restarts in
Section 6 and pre-processing briefly in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 mentions a
few problems.

2

Backtracking, Resolution and DPLL

Most solvers take their input in conjunctive normal form (CNF), and henceforth
by “formula” we mean one in this form: a conjunction of disjunctions of literals,
or equivalently a set of clauses each of which is a set of literals, a literal being
a propositional atom p or its negation ¬p. We assume the literals in a clause all
involve distinct variables. We use φ to denote a formula, and α an assignment –
possibly partial – to the variables of φ. We take α to be a sequence of literals,
containing just those literals which are mapped to true, in chronological order as
the values were assigned by the algorithm at hand. For literal l and assignment α,
we denote the extention of α by l as αl. For formula φ and (partial) assignment
α, we denote by φ|α the formula obtained by deleting from φ every clause that is
satisfied by α, and deleting from each clause of φ every literal that α makes false.
We call this a “restricted” formula.
Most modern solvers aimed at industrial instance solving are based on the
basic backtracking algorithm – albeit with important improvements.
procedure BT( φ, α )
(SAT)
if φ|α is empty return SATISFIABLE
(Conflict)
if φ|α contains an empty clause return UNSATISFIABLE

(Branch)

Otherwise, let p be a literal of φ|α
if BT( φ, αp ) returns SATISFIABLE
return SATISFIABLE
else
return BT( φ, α¬p )

To check if φ is satisfiable, we execute BT(φ,∅). The procedure tries to extend
α to a satisfying assignment, terminating if one is found and backtracking if a
conflict condition is reached. When a conflict occurs, corresponding to the empty
clause in φ|α is a clause C of φ such that α makes every literal of C false. We call
C a conflicting clause.
The search tree for execution of BT(φ,∅) has a node for each call to BT and
edges from each node to the two nodes representing the recursive calls. The root
corresponds to BT(φ,∅) and leaves correspond to calls which return without recursion. Each internal node has an associated “branching variable” x, and the edges
to its children are labeled with x and ¬x, so the sequence of labels on the path
from the root to node v is exactly the assignment α passed to the invocation of BT
corresponding to v.
The backtracking algorithm and refinements of it used in the solvers we consider can be viewed as constructing resolution proofs. The propositional resolution rule allows us to derive the clause (C ∨ D) from two clauses (x ∨ C) and
(¬x ∨ D). We say we resolve them on x, and that (C ∨ D) is the resolvent. A
resolution derivation of C from φ is a sequence of clauses {C1 , . . . , C s = C} in
which each Ci is either a clause of φ or is the resolvent of some C j and Ck with
j, k < i. A derivation of the empty clause () from φ is called a refutation of φ, and
φ is unsatisfiable if and only if it has a refutation.
The graph of derivation π of C from φ is a directed acyclic graph with clauses
of π as nodes. Each internal node is a derived clause and has edges to the two
clauses from which it was derived. C is a source, and sinks are clauses of φ. A
derivation is called tree-like if its graph is a tree, or equivalently if any derived
clause is used at most once to derive further clauses. It is called regular if on any
path from C to a leaf no variable is resolved on more than once.
We may label the search tree for the execution of BT on an unsatisfiable formula φ with clauses as follows. (If φ is satisfiable, the tree can be so labeled with
the exception of the last branch.) Each leaf is labeled with a clause that is made
false by the assignment on the path to that leaf. For an internal node v, let C and
D be the two clauses labeling its children, and x the branching variable. If C and
D both mention the variable x, then one contains x and the other ¬x, and we label
v with the resolvent of C and D. Otherwise, we label v with one of C or D which
does not mention x. In this scheme, the clause labeling each node is made false by

the the partial assignment on the path to that node, and in particular the root node
is labeled with the empty clause. It is easy to check that the clauses labeling this
tree form a regular tree-like resolution refutation of φ. Moreover, any regular treelike refutation which is minimal, in that its graph is connected, can be constructed
by executing BT with suitable choices of branching variables.
Davis, Putnam, Logemann and Loveland [13, 12] proposed a refined version
of backtracking with a few simple but effective heuristics. A unit clause is a clause
of size one, and a literal p is pure in φ if there is no occurrence of its negation ¬p
in φ. The algorithm is:
procedure DPLL( φ, α )
(SAT)
if φ|α is empty return SATISFIABLE
(Conflict)
if φ|α contains an empty clause return UNSATISFIABLE
(Unit Clause) if φ|α contains a unit clause {p}, return DPLL( φ,αp)
(Pure Literal) if φ|α has a pure literal p return DPLL( φ,αp)
(Branch)
Let p be a literal from a minimum size clause of φ|α
if DPLL( φ, αp ) returns SATISFIABLE
return SATISFIABLE
else
return DPLL( φ, α¬p )
Some authors use the term DPLL only for this exact algorithm, while others
use it to refer to any refinement of the backtracking algorithm. This algorithm is
also often called the Davis-Putnam algorithm, which ignores the contribution of
two authors of [12] where it was presented.
The Pure Literal rule is omitted in most solvers, being considered too computationally expensive for the benefit obtained, especially since the combination
of backjumping and decision heuristics in current algorithms is likely to simply
ignore pure literals. The branching heuristic of selecting a variable from a short
clause was influential, and branching heuristics in DPLL-based solvers continued
to be refinements of this strategy until a very different approach was found more
useful in clause learning solvers, as discussed in Section 5.
The Unit Clause rule is logically equivalent to always choosing a branching
variable in a unit clause if there is one, since one of the recursive calls on such
a variable will always return immediately without further recursion, but efficient
execution of the rule is so important to good performance that implementers never
think of it this way. It may also be seen as an operation that takes pair (φ,α) to
(φ,αp) when there is a clause C ∈ φ for which C|α = (p). Unit Propagation (UP)1
1

We prefer “unit propagation” to the other terms sometimes used, "unit resolution" and
"boolean constraint propagation" (BCP), as the former is a misnomer, and the latter is sometimes
used in a more general setting.

is the repeated application of this operation until either a conflict is reached (α
makes some clause of φ false) or a fixed point is reached without conflict. Notice
that conflicts are only reached during unit propagation. Section 4 addresses the
importance and implementation of UP.

3

CDCL: Adding Backjumping and Learning

The first SAT solver competition of which the author is aware was held in 1992
at the University of Paderborn [9]. One of the conclusions of that competition
was that the best solvers were DPLL solvers. This algorithm remained dominant among complete methods until the introduction of so-called clause learning
solvers in 1996 [6, 33]. This new method is a variation on DPLL suggested two
observations about the backtracking algorithm and corresponding refutation. The
first is that, if we actually derive the clauses labeling the search tree, we can add
some of them to the formula. If later in the execution the assignment at some node
falsifies one of these clauses, the search below that node is avoided with possible
time savings. This technique is variously called “clause learning” and “clause
recording” or just “learning”.
The second observation is that at a node v with branching variable x, we first
make one recursive call during which we derive a clause C and then make a second
recursive call during which a clause D is derived. C and D are resolved to produce
the clause to label v. However, if the clause C does not mention the variable x,
there is no need to make the second recursive call, since the clause C suffices to
label v. In some cases this may save a great deal of work. This is the propositional
version of the method called “conflict directed back-jumping” (CBJ) in the constraint satisfaction literature [39], from where the idea came. The version used in
most SAT solvers is a bit smarter than this, as described below.

3.1

The CDCL algorithm

The algorithm used in GRASP, Chaff, BerkMin, siege and many other recent
solvers is sometimes called “conflict driven clause learning” (CDCL). It is possible to describe recursively, but the following iterative version is clearer, and
better reflects how it is implemented.
We categorize assigned variables as decision variables or propagation variables. The decision level of variable x is the number of decision variables in the
assignment α that were assigned no later than x (i.e., do not come after x in the sequence α). Assignments made by unit propagation before any decision variable is
assigned are at level zero. We call the level at which a conflict occurs the conflict
level. The algorithm is:

procedure CDCL( φ )
Γ = φ, α = ∅, level = 0
repeat:
execute UP on (Γ,α)
if a conflict was reached
if level = 0 return UNSATISFIABLE
C = the derived conflict clause
p = the sole literal of C set at the conflict level
level = max{ level(x) : x ∈ C − p}
α = α less all assignments made at levels greater than level
( Γ, α ) = ( Γ ∪ {C}, αp )
else
if α is total return SATISFIABLE
choose a decision literal p occurring in Γ|α
α = αp
increment level
end if

Assuming that the initial unit propagation does not reach a conflict, the algorithm repeats the steps of choosing a decision literal to set and then executing
unit propagation, until either the assignment is total and satisfies φ, or a conflict is
reached. When a conflict is reached, a “conflict clause” is derived and is added to
the formula. This clause must be made false by α, must be logically implied by
φ and must be a so-called “asserting clause”, which means that it contains exactly
one literal p whose value was assigned at the conflict level. Backtracking is carried out by deleting from α all literals assigned at levels greater than the greatest
level of a literal in C\p. Further details are given in the next subsection. This algorithm is also sometimes described as the “failure driven assertion” (FDA) loop,
the failure being our conflict, and the assertion being the literal p.
Correctness of CDCL is less obvious than that of BT and DPLL. Certainly if
CDCL returns SATISFIABLE, α satisfies φ. If CDCL returns UNSATISFIABLE,
there was a conflict at level zero. Since every variable set at level zero was the
result of unit propagation from φ or deriving a unit conflict clause, these values are
logically implied by φ, so φ must be unsatisfiable. It remains to prove termination,
which we do along the lines used in [48]. Let α[i] denote the number of variables
in assignment α that were set at level i. Let ≺ be an ordering on partial assignments
for φ, such that α ≺ β if and only if for some i, α[i] ≺ β[i] and for all j < i,
P
α[ j] = β[ j]. The minimum assignment is ∅, every assignment satisfies i α[i] ≤ n,
and the maximum assignment has α[0] = n. Initially α = ∅, so it is enough
to verify that the assignments at the top of the CDCL loop are monotonically

increasing according to this order. Clearly α ≺ αp, so UP and the else condition
satisfy this. For the if condition, we remove values from α and then immediately
extend it with p at the new last level, which increases α on the ordering.

3.2

Deriving the Conflict Clause

We begin by describing a particular choice of conflict clause (called the First UIP
clause), and then discuss some variations. To help in constructing the clause we
extend the information stored in the assignment α to include, for each assigned
literal, a “reason” for the assignment. This reason is either the fact that it was
a decision literal or is the index of the clause which became unit and forced the
literal to be assigned true during unit propagation. Now suppose UP reaches a
conflict with partial assignment α and conflicting clause C. The clause C must be
of the form {p ∨ q ∨ C 0 }, where ¬p and ¬q were added to α at the conflict level,
since otherwise C would have been a unit clause at the previous decision level.
Assume p was assigned after q. We derive a sequence of resolvents Ci as follows.
The reason for p must be a clause B1 = {¬p ∨ r ∨ B01 } (where r could possibly
be the same as q). We resolve C and B1 to obtain C1 = {q ∨ r ∨ C 0 ∨ B01 }. If
Ci contains only one literal whose value was set at the conflict decision level, we
stop and let Ci be our conflict clause. Otherwise we select the literal l ∈ Ci whose
value was set last, let Bi+1 be the reason for the assignment to l, and resolve Ci
with Bi+1 to obtain Ci+1 . The process must terminate, as eventually all literals of
the current level will be resolved out except for the decision literal. It is often the
case, though, that the one conflict level literal remaining was set by UP.
Conflict clause construction is often described in terms of the implication
graph [32] in which nodes are literals of α, and there is a directed edge from u
to v if ¬u occurs in the reason clause for v. Decision literals have in-degree zero.
If q was the last literal set false in the conflicting clause C, we include q as well
as ¬q in the graph, and we consider C to be the reason for q. We call q and ¬q
conflict literals. Now consider a cut in this graph which has the conflict literals on
one side, called the conflict side, and all decision literals on the other side, called
the reason side, and such that every node on the conflict side has a path to a conflict literal. If we take the set of literals on the reason side which have at least one
edge to the conflict side, we obtain a clause which can be derived by the process
described above – though possibly choosing literals to resolve out in a different
order, and possibly using a different termination condition. The implication graph
and its relationship to resolution derivations is most clearly described in [7].
Suppose that p is the conflict level decision literal. A vertex u through which
every path from p to the conflict literals passes is called a unique implication point
(UIP). The UIP nearest to the conflict literals is called the First UIP. The cut which
has the First UIP on the reason side and all literals assigned after it on the conflict

side gives the conflict clause called the First UIP conflict clause. This is also the
clause produced by the resolution process described above, and is the one used by
siege and by early versions of Chaff. Other choices of conflict clause that have
been tried include, for example:
RelSAT scheme Use the derivation process described, but continue until the only
remaining conflict level literal is the decision literal (i.e., derive the clause
corresponding to the last UIP).
Decision Scheme Derive the RelSAT clause, and then continue the process of
resolving out literals by resolving out all literals set at other levels until
only decision literals remain.
All-UIP Scheme Proceed as in the Decision Scheme, but for each level stop
resolving out literals at that level the first time there is only one literal from
the level remaining.
Zhang et al [46] investigated the performance of these and other schemes in the
Chaff solver, and found that the FirstUIP clause is the most useful single clause to
record. GRASP and recent versions of Chaff record more than one conflict clause,
although it is probably too early so say which combinations are best.
This conflict derivation process makes it clear that in implementation of UP,
not only speed but the exact order of propagation steps may matter, since this
affects which conflict clauses are derived and stored. We remark further on this in
Section 4.

3.3

Backjumping

Having derived our asserting clause C, we implement backjumping as follows.
Assuming C has at least two literals, let p be the unique literal in C assigned at the
conflict level, q be the last literal assigned other than p, and l the level at which q
was assigned. Since C is our conflict clause we add it to our clause set. We revise
our assignment α by removing all assignments made at decision levels greater
than l. Notice that this new assignment makes all literals in C false except for p.
Thus, we can simply pick-up unit propagation where it finished off after the level
l decision, immediately setting p as a propagation step, and possibly continuing
with further propagation. If C = {p} has only one literal, then backjumping is to
just before the start of level one, so the value p is set at level zero and can never
be changed again.

3.4

Clause Deletion

The number of clauses derived and cached by the procedure just described is, on
large hard formulas, far too large to keep them all indefinitely. Even if sufficient
memory is available for storage, the time to manage the clauses – in particular the
time to execute unit propagation – becomes impractical, and ultimately reduces
performance. All effective solvers that implement clause learning also implement a clause “forgetting” strategy, to keep the size of the clause store reasonable.
Generally speaking, the strategy is to periodically delete all those learned clauses
which are very large and which have not been used recently or frequently in deriving new clauses. Siege periodically deletes a random selection of clauses that are
larger than some threshold size. In Chaff and siege very large clauses are deleted
when backtracking leaves them with many (say 100 or 200) literals unassigned, at
which point it seems likely they will never get used.

4

Unit Propagation (a.k.a. BCP)

In competitive solvers approximately 80 to 95 per cent of execution time is spend
performing unit propagation (UP), so it is essential that it be very efficiently implemented. The main work is to identify clauses which have effectively become
unit clauses, because all but one of their literals have been set false. Under any
scheme designed so far this requires visiting many clauses each time a variable is
set.
To implement unit propagation, we keep a queue of variable assignments
which have been set, but which have not yet been propagated. At each stage, we
take an assignment p off of the queue, and check whether extending the current
assignment with p produces any additional unit clauses. In the very first execution
of unit propagation, at level zero, the queue initially contains all unit clauses of
the input formula. At the start of each decision level, the queue is initialized with
the decision literal for that level. After each backjump the queue is initialized with
the assertion literal.

4.1

Watched Literals

Early designs typically had two counters for each clause which kept track of the
number of true and false literals. These were used to detect when a clause became
unit (or satisfied). This required visiting every clause mentioning variable x whenever x was assigned a value. The Chaff solver introduced the two-watched-literal
scheme [36], a variant of an earlier scheme used in the solver Sato [45], to reduce
the number of clause visits. Under this scheme, two non-false literals are chosen

to watch in each clause. A clause could only become unit if one of these is set
false, so we need only visit a clause when one of its watched literals is set false.
When a literal p is assigned true, we visit each clause in which ¬p is a watched
literal, and search its literals for another that has not been set false to use as a
watch. If there is none, we inspect the other watched literal for the clause. If it is
assigned true, the clause is satisfied and we ignore it; if it is false we have reached
a conflict; if it is unassigned the clause is now a unit clause, and we add that literal
to the UP queue.
The scheme has two additional benefits; we do not need to keep track of satisfied clauses, and backtracking is essentially free. When we backtrack we remove
assigned values in reverse of the order they were assigned, so any watched literal
before backtracking remains a valid literal to watch after backtracking. Therefore,
to backtrack the only work is to change the location of the stack pointer on the assignment. In contrast, most other schemes require doing work, such as revising
counter values, when backtracking.

4.2

Cache-aware implementation

The introduction in Chaff of cache-aware implementation is as important as the
introduction of the watched literal scheme. When solving challenging formulas
the size of the clause store may easily grow to tens or hundreds of thousands of
clauses, many of which contain hundreds of literals. A current i86-family processor has 1MB of L2 cache, so only a fraction of these clauses can be in the cache
at any time. Each time part of a clause is accessed that is not in the L2 cache –
a cache miss – it must be read from main memory. The time penalty for this is
large: 50 to 250 instructions to read from main memory, versus 5 to 10 for reading
from L2 cache (and one or two instructions to read from L1 cache).
A cache aware implementation attempts to minimize cache misses by, for example, reducing the memory footprint and preferring arrays to pointer-based data
structures. Whenever possible data is stored so that sequences of memory accesses
are likely to involve contiguous memory locations. Zhang and Malik [47] report
experiments that show that cache-aware solvers like Chaff and BerkMin have a
speedup on the order of a factor of three over earlier designs like RelSAT, GRASP
and Sato purely due to number of cache misses. The difference between performance for the same algorithm using counter-based unit propagation versus the
two-watched-literal scheme was on average a factor of eight, which must partly
be due to number of clause visits and partly to attendant cache misses.
Current implementations store the clauses in one array as a sequence of literals
with sentinel values delimiting clauses. More complex data structures have been
tested, including tries [44] and ZBDDS [2]. Effects of cache misses may partly
explain why these have not been widely adopted, despite some advantages.

The cache miss rate is further reduced in siege [40] by using 21 bits for each
literal (including one bit to flag watched literals), rather than the usual 32. This
allows three literals per 64-bit word rather than two, and so a much reduced memory footprint. Siege has the fastest unit propagation of any solver of which we
are aware, but this has to be weighed against the resulting limitation to formulas
with 220 = 524, 288 variables. Few current public benchmarks have this many
variables, but it is an unreasonable limitation for many industrial users.

4.3

Handling Short Clauses

Pilarski and Hu [37, 38] observe that hardware verification instances typically
have a large number of binary (size 2) clauses, and that it makes little sense to
execute the standard unit propagation algorithm for them. Fractions of binary
clauses range from 55 to 90 per cent in various benchmark collections. One need
only keep a list for each literal p of all literals q for which there is a binary clause
(¬p ∨ q), and scan this list upon assigning p true. This reduces memory footprint
as well as number of operations to execute. Ryan [40] extends the idea to special
data structures for clauses of size three as follows. For each literal appearing in
a ternary clause, there is a list of all pairs of literals occurring together with it in
ternary clauses. There are three such pairs, on three different lists, for each ternary
clause. Each of these pairs has a pointer to the other two pairs representing this
clause. For algorithm details see [40].
Propagation in these structures is much faster than in the scheme for general
clauses, so it makes sense to maximize their use. In siege, propagation always is
done first through the binary clauses. When this is complete, propagation through
ternary clauses begins, but each time a unit clause is found and a literal set true,
propagation is done again through the binary clauses before continuing the process
of propagating through ternary clauses. Finally, after ternary clause propagation
is complete, propagation begins through longer clauses, once again with a return
to the short clause propagation process each time a variable is assigned.

4.4

Resolution Strategy

At any point during unit propagation there may be more than one unit clause
and thus a choice of which order to assign literals and propagate further. For
simplifying the formula and detecting existence of a conflict only speed matters
and this order is of little concern. However, the particular order chosen does affect
which conflicting clause is identified, and which clauses are resolved against it to
produce the conflict clause. This has received little attention so far in the literature
but is almost certainly important.

The strategy described in the previous subsection for propagation through
short clauses amounts also to a strategy for deriving conflict clauses. Roughly, we
give preference to resolving the current clause against binary or ternary clauses
when possible. This produces a distinct pattern in derivations of conflict clauses
in siege. In most cases each such derivation involves only one or two long clauses,
but a long sequence of steps resolving these with short – mostly binary – clauses.
Typically the resulting conflict clause is not much longer than the original long
clause in the sequence.
We may view this as carrying out a more general strategy to allow the size
of derived clauses to grow, but only slowly. We know by results on resolution
proof complexity that hard-to-refute formulas require deriving long clauses, so
our solvers must allow derivation of such clauses. On the other hand, long clauses
are hard to manage and, because there are many of them, a priori any particular
long clause is likely not to be useful. Therefore, it makes sense to allow clause
length to grow only strategically.
We described unit propagation above using a breadth-first search scheme by
keeping a queue of assignments for propagating. Ryan [40] reports that a depth
first scheme has a slightly more efficient implementation, but results in slightly
poorer performance. Presumably this is because the depth first scheme is more
likely to involve longer sequences, and thus to produce larger derived clauses.

5

Decision Heuristics

DPLL branching heuristics have been the subject of numerous studies. The most
successful are based roughly on making choices that make the resulting restricted
formulas as “simple” as possible (see, e.g., [19]). The original DPLL scheme of
choosing a variable in a minimum length clause is an inexpensive-to-compute version of this, as it will tend to result in unit propagation and thus reduce the number
of variables and clauses in the formula. As machine speeds increased larger and
harder instances could be solved and the tradeoff between time spent choosing
branching variables and time saved by a good choice shifted in favour of more
complex heuristics. Some representative examples, of increasing complexity, include:
MOMS Choose the literal with the Maximum number of Occurrences in Minimum Size clauses.
2-sided Jerowslow-Wang [23] Let φ[l] be the set of clauses of φ that contain
P
literal l. Define a score jw(l) for literals of φ by jw(l) = C∈φ[l] 2−|C| . Choose
the variable x with maximum jw(x) + jw(¬x).

Satz One of the best DPLL solvers produced is Satz [27]. It uses MOMS to
select a set of promising variables, and for each literal l for these assigns l
and carries out unit propagation. Literals are scored according to the size of
the resulting formula. The size of the subset of selected variables depends
on the level of the current search node, with all variables tried near the root
as decisions at these levels are the most important.
Marques-Silva [31] compared use of several DPLL heuristics in the early
CDCL solver GRASP [33], and found that none was a clear winner. More significantly, making a random choice was almost as good as the other strategies,
strongly suggesting that DPLL-type heuristics are inappropriate for CDCL. The
decision strategies which have been found to work in CDCL solvers appear to emphasize a kind of locality rather than formula simplification, favouring variables
which have appeared in recently derived conflict clauses.
VMTF Introduced in [40], Variable Move To Front (VMTF) is easy to implement and very cheap to compute. It often performs better than the more expensive
VSIDS heuristic introduced in Chaff, and almost as well as the much more complex heuristics used in BerkMin and recent versions of Chaff. The variables are
stored in a list, initially ordered by non-increasing frequency of occurrence in the
input formula. An occurrence count c(l) is maintained for every literal l. Each
time a conflict clause C is derived occurrence counts for literals of C are incremented and some number of variables occurring in C, for example min(|C|, 8),
are moved to the front of the list. When a decision literal must be chosen, the
first unassigned variable v on the list is selected. If c(v)>c(¬v), v is set true; if
c(v)>c(¬v), v is set false; ties are broken randomly.
VMTF chooses a variable from a recently derived clause (but not the last conflict clause, as its literals are all assigned), making it likely that the next conflict
clause contains a variable occurring in a recent conflict. The choice of sign maximizes the number of existing clauses which have v with the opposite sign, and
thus could be resolved against it.
VSIDS The first heuristic suited to CDCL solvers was VSIDS (Variable State
Independent Decaying Sum), introduced in Chaff [36]. For each literal l, keep
a score s(l) which initially is the number of occurrences of l in φ. Each time a
conflict clause with l is added, increment s(l). Periodically (every 255 decisions)
re-compute all literal scores as s(l) = r(l) + s(l)/2, where r(l) is the number of
occurrences of l in a conflict clause since the previous update. To choose a decision literal, pick the unassigned literal with the highest score. Dividing the scores
provides an aging mechanism which emphasizes variables in relatively recently
derived clauses. It is worth noting that computing VSIDS requires about 10% of

Chaff running time, whereas computing VMTF requires about 1% of siege running time.
BerkMin The strategy in the BerkMin solver [14] is approximately as follows.
Each variable has a score, which is periodically aged as in VSIDS, except that
division is by 4 rather than 2 to increase the recency emphasis. Scores are incremented for all variables used in the conflict clause derivation, not just those in
the conflict clause. To choose a decision literal, let C be the most recently added
clause that is not satisfied by the current assignment. If C is an input clause, pick
the variable with highest score, choosing the sign based on an estimate of which
sign will produce the most unit propagation. If C is a conflict clause, let l be the
unassigned literal of C with the highest score. Let nl be the total number of occurrences of l in conflict clauses so far, and n¬l similarly for ¬l. Set l true if nl > n¬l ;
set l false if nl < n¬l ; break ties randomly.
Chaff 2004 The most recent versions of Chaff [30], use a complex heuristic
that combines a BerkMin-like method with a version of VSIDS plus a scheme for
deleting part of the current assignment when a newly derived conflict clause is
very large, as a means of trying to keep conflict clause sizes small.
In general, the development of CDCL heuristics so far has seen increased performance as a consequence of increased emphasis on literals in recently derived
conflict clauses as a first order heuristic, and keeping conflict clause size moderate
as a second order heuristic.

6

Restarts: Robustness vs Completeness

Solvers often take dramatically different running times on very similar instances,
and even over instances which are identical other than re-ordering clauses or literals within clauses, or re-naming variables. Often one instance among such a
set takes unreasonably long while the rest are manageable, but that one instance is
solved in reasonable time if re-ordered. The intuitive explanation is along the lines
that even for some relatively easy instances certain orders of search may take the
algorithm into parts of the search space that do not produce useful conflict clauses,
leaving it “floundering”.
Restarts were proposed in [17] as an approach to dealing with high variance in
running times over similar instances. A restart is the operation of throwing away
the current partial assignment (excluding assignments at decision level zero), and
starting the search process from scratch. In CDCL the new search will normally
be different, because the cache of learned clauses is retained. This cache is typically much larger than the input formula so after restarts these clauses dominate

the choice of decision variables. Chaff, BerkMin and siege all implement frequent restart policies: BerkMin restarts after every 550 conflicts, siege after every
16,000 conflicts.
The effects of restart policies are not very well studied. A preliminary report
is given in [5]. A more principled approach is taken in [24], but the experiments
there use solvers that do not implement clause learning. Roughly speaking, using
restarts only provides a modest improvement in typical performance, but substantially improves robustness. That is, they significantly reduce the variability in
running time found over collections of similar instances, often allowing a solver
to handle a compete set of benchmark instances where the version without restarts
fails on some small number of them.
Fixed-interval restart policies such as in BerkMin, siege and recent versions of
Chaff, together with clause deletion, make these solvers incomplete because there
is no mechanism to avoid repeating the same search over. Completeness can be
assured by retaining all learned clauses, but a practical solver cannot possibly do
this. Some solvers, such as GRASP and some versions of Chaff, retain completeness by gradually increasing the restart interval, so that eventually a search must
complete with no restart. The utility of this is not clear, as the running time to
reach this condition would generally be too large to be interesting.
Although proving unsatisfiability is very important, completeness per se is not.
The reason is that all complete solvers will fail to terminate in reasonable time on
many instances, and it does not matter if on some of these instances the solver
would never halt. What does matter is that a solver halt in reasonable time on
as many currently interesting instances as possible, and adding restarts typically
improves performance by this measure.

7

Pre-Processing

The idea of pre-processing the input formula before running the main algorithm
occurs regularly in the literature. The most usual ideas are to add certain derived
clauses or to apply transformations that reduce the number of variables or clauses.
The most successful example is that of Bacchus and Winter [3], based on a derivation rule HypBinRes. The rule permits deriving a binary clause (p ∨ ln ) from an
n-ary clause (l1 ∨ . . . ln ) and n − 1 binary clauses (p ∨ ¬l1 ), . . . (p ∨ ¬ln−1 ). The
primary work of the preprocessor is to compute a modified closure of the formula
under this operation (importantly, without explicitly computing the closure under
binary resolution, which often makes formulas too large to solve). Using the preprocessor together with BerkMin and Chaff in many cases reduced running times
or allowed them to solve instances they could not without it. The preprocessor
alone was also able to solve some instances that the solvers cannot handle.

That CDCL solvers add many more derived clauses than they start with suggests that executing something like this pre-processing step after deriving some
clauses might be valuable. A CDCL solver that executed HypBinRes at every
search node [4] performed well over a wide range of problems in the 2002 SAT
Solver Competition, but the overhead of performing this computation so often
made it uncompetitive overall with the best solvers. However, executing it at infrequent intervals, such as when clause deletion is done, seems likely to pay off.

8

Problems

1. Determine the power of CDCL as a proof system. We know that DPLL has
the same power as tree-like resolution, and CDCL is no more powerful than unrestricted resolution. Beame et al [7] have studied the power of CDCL as a proof
system, and shown that it is more powerful than regular and Davis Putnam resolution, which are already known to be stronger than DPLL. However, the question
of whether it is as strong as general resolution remains open.
2. Design a data structure that supports an efficient unit propagation algorithm,
while reducing cache misses. Using additional memory is acceptable. The amortized cost of UP must remain close to linear in the number of conflicts found.
3. Characterize classes of instances that CDCL solves well. Since resolution can
simulate CDCL, any family of formulas hard for resolution will be hard for CDCL.
Is there a CDCL strategy that efficiently handles instances with bounded tree width
or other structural properties that guarantee existence of short refutations?
4. Identify a proof system more powerful than resolution which can be effectively
used within the CDCL algorithm scheme. There are many formula families which
require exponential size resolution refutations, and which must therefore require
exponential time of DPLL and CDCL. It would be interesting as well as useful to
have a practical algorithm not subject to these bounds. The branching nature of
DPLL makes it hard to naturally take advantage of more powerful reasoning steps.
However, CDCL seems somewhat more flexible. Any efficient scheme for propagation of values and derivation of conflict clauses can be used in place of UP and
the conflict derivation scheme described, provided it produces a conflict “clause”
(not necessarily a clause) satisfying the conditions mentioned in Section 3.1.
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